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ABSTRACT 
The Ban Tak Petrified Wood Forest Park is the most extensive Petrified Wood Park of Thailand, where is 
discovered the most significant ancient tree fossil of Asia. The aim of this study for determining the age and 
interpretation in paleoenvironment of both sediments and the petrified wood. The stratigraphic column 
suggests they have six sediment layers and these fossils were found in gravel layer. The layer of gravel 
graded to fine sediments depends on the water flow in the river at humid paleo-environment. The 
Thermoluminescence age dating data suggest that these ancient trees grew for a long time (120,000-130,000 
years ago) before subversion and deposited during 20,000-53,000 years ago. These fossils are rare geologic 
materials and have high value for appropriate conservation. Geotourism is the best tool for promoting this 
geoheritage and other geosites near this park include Lan Sang Waterfall, Ping River, Pha Sam Ngao, and 
Bhumibol Dam. This study is educating people to realize and obey and to follow the rule of park 
headquarters for geoconservation by understanding the geologic process of the petrified wood and geosite in 
Tak. Also, both the economy and society in this town can develop by effectively geotourism management. 
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Introduction 
Petrified wood is the type of fossil of terrestrial plants, which is the result of permineralization in 

petrification process. The elements in the water make these trees to completely transitioned to stone 
underground when they buried under sediments (Murata, 1940; Siever and Scott 1963). There are many 
reports about the petrified wood in Thailand. The oldest petrified wood in Thailand is Triassic age and 
discovered in Kuchinarai district, Kalasin Province. It is defined that pine in Araucarioxylon sp. by Asama 
(1973) and scattered in Sedimentary rocks of Mesozoic Era in Northeast Thailand. A local museum has been 
constructed because of the petrified wood discovery in Nakhon Ratchasima; after that, it is managed by the 
Northeastern Research Institute and Museum of Petrified Wood and Mineral Resources (In Honour of His 
Majesty of King), Nakhon Ratchasima Rajabhat University (Jintasakul et al., 2014). 

The largest petrified wood of Thailand is cover approximately 30 square kilometers that are found in the 
Ban Tak Petrified Forest Park, Ban Tak District, Tak Province. Based on field observations that suggest this 
fossil is deposited in Quaternary sediments layer, which is gravel of the Ping River (Kyriazi et al., 2015). In 
addition, there are many petrified kinds of wood protruded in the surface; eight ancient trees are found form 
7 sites for exhibition and tourism development. Songtham et al. (2011) studied and described these petrified 
wood that is 6 Koompassioxylon elegans and 2 Pahudioxylon species. All data of these petrified woods and 
the one biggest ancient tree make this park the most significant petrified wood resources of Thailand.  

The tourist in Thailand is not interested Geotourism during it is very rapid development all over the 
world. Geotourism is the new type of tourism industry, which manage the geosite for exhibition and 
attraction without add human-made objects. The geosite should be harmonious interweave with nature and 
culture. This research is promoting the data of these fossils in geoscientific and geotourism to make people 
understand the geologic processes and care of the conservation. 

General Geology 
The geology of the study area is the result of the present field observations and the previous works 

(Piyasin, 1974). Tak Province consists of many rock features such as Permo-Triassic volcanic rocks (PTrv), 
Triassic granitoid rocks (gr), Leucogranite (Igr), Pre-Cambrian metamorphic rocks (p∈sch), Triassic clastic 
sedimentary rocks (Trl), Quaternary terrace sediments (Qt), and Quaternary river sediments (Q). However, 
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the Petrified Wood Forest Park comprises two rock units; Quaternary River and terrace sediments (Fig.1). It 
is at the eastern flank of the Ping River that flows in NW to SE direction that is controlled by Mae Ping 
Fault. The Quaternary sediments are interesting for a geologist, who suggest that these sediments transported 
the petrified wood to deposit here. 

!  
Fig.1: Geologic map of the Petrified Wood Forest Park, Ban Tak District, Tak Province, Thailand (Modified 

from Piyasin, 1974). 

Paleoenvironment 
Paleoenvironment of the Petrified Wood Forest Park can interpret from a stratigraphic column of the 

study area. This study selected to logging in 7 sites include Pha Sam Ngao Cliff, Sub Maidaeng Reservoir, 
first, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh petrified woods. The study area is covered by river and terrace 
sediments from the Ping River. It mostly consists of gravel, subordinate to sand, and with a small amount of 
clay (Department of Mineral Resources, 2017). These grain size of sediments can interpret the energy 
stream, which transported them in the past. The big grained size is flowed by high energy current, on the 
other hand, low energy flows the small size. The Ban Tak area has six layers of gravel when counting the 
elevation in both the park and cliff, but the Petrified Wood Park present 1-2 layers (Fig.2). The petrified 
wood deposited in the gravel layer suggesting both gravel and the petrified wood transported by the high 
velocity of stream current. Each layer of gravel graded to fine sediments suggests that this area was the 
humid environment, where had alternating low and high energy current. 

Age 
This research selected Thermoluminescence dating for the age of sediment and petrified wood. There are 

five samples of sediment in petrified wood sites (A0948, A0949, A0950, A0951, and A0952), two samples of 
outside the park (A0953 Pha Sam Ngao Cliff and A0954 Sub Maidaeng reservoir), and two samples of 
petrified wood (A0955 and A0956).  

!  
Fig.2: The stratigraphic column of the study area (modified from the Department of Mineral Resources, 

2017) 

The samples are prepared and experimental in the Thermoluminescence Lab, Department of Earth 
Sciences, Kasetsart University. 

Based on the thermoluminescence dating can interpret their age of sample followed by Table 1. The 
petrified wood, which is the ancient tree aged approximately 120,000-130,000 years ago, and older than the 
sediment samples. The sediment in the first, fourth, and fifth petrified wood site has an age of about 
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50,000-53,000 years ago. On the other hand, the 6th, 7th, and sediment in outside have age in 20,000-23,000 
years ago. The age dating data suggest that these ancient trees grew for a long time before subversion and 
deposited during 20,000-53,000 years ago. 

Table 1: Age dating of petrified wood and gravel in the study area by Thermoluminescence, TL 

Geoheritage Conservation 
Ban Tak Petrified Forest Park is the most extensive petrified wood in Asia. It is a local geosite attraction, 

advertised as a site of interest and easy to reach by route 1 Highway. The park covers an area of 30 square 
kilometers and presents the five outdoor exhibitions of the petrified woods that the tourist can follow by trail 
map in Fig. 3.  

!  

Fig.3: Trail map of the Ban Tak Petrified Wood Forest Park 

The longest petrified wood measures 2 meters in diameter and 72.22 meters long that is the famous 
geoheritage in Thailand (Fig.4). It is the most massive petrified wood ever discovered in Asia and the most 
extended worldwide (Kyriazi et al., 2015). Petrified wood is buried in layers of sediments probably 
accumulated during the Quaternary Period. From the circulation of alluviums, as appeared, the petrification 
likely occurred around the alluvial fan area of the ancient Ping River. Tens of petrified wood were found 
during geological explorations and displayed at the tourist attractions. These fossils are rare geologic 
materials and have high value for appropriate conservation. The announcement of this geosite for geotourism 

Sample AD(mGy/a) rPD 
(Gy) TL age(a)

A0948 3.990 215 53,882 + 5,523

A0949 3.374 180 53,355 + 5,469

A0950 5.248 265 50,497 + 5,176

A0951 4.507 107 23,741 + 2,433

A0952 3.903 89 22,801 + 2,337

A0953 4.212 93 22,079 + 2,263

A0954 3.375 66.7 19,763 + 2,026

A0955 3.990 515 129,067 + 13,229

A0956 3.903 470 120,410 + 12,342
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for tourists to understand the geological processes of petrified wood. In addition, it can make people realize 
the conservation of these fossils. 

This area has data on the petrified wood occurrence and paleoenvironment for scientific information 
value such as scientific name, species, length, possible nearest living related, and age of petrified wood (Fig. 
5).  It also lacks promote and announces to tourist for sustainable geotourism development. This geosite is 
near the local community, ideal for accommodation and restaurants present in many places, which are 
managed by local people. 

Geotourism Management 
Tak province is the city of geology education; many geologists are interested in this region in both rock 

occurrence and structural geology. There are many kinds of rocks to present for tourist easily understand 
geologic process such as plutonic igneous, volcanic, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. The plutonic 
igneous rocks in Tak province are very famous in Thailand; granitoid rocks are selected to be dimension 
stone for architecture decorate, gabbroic rocks are selected to make the mortar for Thai kitchen. Many 
feldspar minings are distributed in Tak province because of Granite intrusion phenomena.  

  
Fig.4: The petrified wood 

! !  

Fig.5: The scientific information panel in Ban Tak Petrified Forest Park 

If there is planning for geotourism in this petrified wood forest park, the tourist can follow the route in 
Fig.4 at the same time. This route is recommended when visiting the geosite near this park and easily 
accessible in 3 districts including Mueang Tak, Ban Tak, and Sam Ngao districts.  

Lan Sang Waterfall is located in Lan Sang National Park (Fig.5). It consists mainly of high-grade 
metamorphic rocks such as gneiss and Augen gneiss (Piyasin, 1974). The effect of Mae Ping fault movement 
is caused to waterfall origins, it controls the degree of slope and flows direction of the water. 

The Ping River is the great river, which forms in Doi Luang Chiang Dao, Chiang Mai province and flows 
in the southward direction to joins with the Nan River and forms the Chao Phraya River in Nakhon Sawan 
province. The direction of Ping River from Tak to Nakhon Sawan Provinces is controlled by Mae Ping fault, 
which occurs during the Cenozoic period (Morley et al., 2007). In the center of Tak city, the tourist can look 
a view of the Ping River from Kittikachorn Bridge (Fig.5). This town has an ancient Chinese village, which 
has culture, architecture, food, and ancient things in the exhibition. 
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Fig.4:  geotourism route in  Mueang Tak, Ban Tak, and Sam Ngao districts (modified from Google Map® 

data) 

! !  
Fig.5:  Lan Sang Waterfall (top) and view of Ping River from Kittikachorn Bridge (bottom). 

Pha Sam Ngao or Phra Sam Ngao is located in Sam Ngao District. It is the cliff, which shows the 
sediment layers and gilded Buddha image. Wooden stairs are leading the tourists up the mountain to pay 
respect to the Buddha images (Fig.6).  

The Bhumibol Dam is a concrete dam on the Ping River, which is a tributary of the Chao Phraya River 
(EGAT, 2013). It is at Sam Ngao district of Tak Province (Fig.6). It has many benefits such as hydroelectric 
power production, fisheries, and water storage for agriculture and consumption. The name of this dam was 
named after King Bhumibol Adulyadej and was the first multi-purpose project in this region. The tourist can 
see the very nice outcrop along the road that reaches the tourist to a destination such as gneiss, Augen gneiss, 
schist, calc-silicate, and some minor structures (fault and fold). 

The geotourism is the new tourism announcement in Thailand. This research focuses on the middle and 
eastern parts of Tak province, for the tourist interested in geology and realize of the geoconservation, also, its 
effects to effectively economy of Tak Province. 

! !  
Fig.6: Pha Sam Ngao (top) and Bhumibol Dam (bottom) 

Conclusion 
The biggest ancient tree fossil of Asia found in this study area. All of these fossils are found in river 

sediments, which have six sediment layers suggest that both gravel and the petrified wood transported by the 
high velocity of stream current. Each layer of gravel generally graded to fine sediments suggests that this 
area was the humid environment, where had alternating low and high energy current. The 
Thermoluminescence age dating data indicate that these ancient trees grew for a long time (120,000-130,000 
years ago) before subversion and deposited during 20,000-53,000 years ago assume by sediment ages. These 
fossils are rare geologic materials and have high value for appropriate conservation. Nearly the petrified 
wood forest park, the tourist can visit other geosite such as Lan Sang Waterfall, Ping River, Pha Sam Ngao, 
and Bhumibol Dam. Geotourism in this area is educating people to understand geologic process about the 
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petrified wood and interested in visiting geosite in Tak Province and all over Thailand. In addition, 
efficiently geotourism management can develop this town in both the economy and society. 
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